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EE241 Digital Design Introduction 
John Gilmer January 16, 2018 

 
This document is the substance of the introductory lecture of EE241 Digital Design at 

Wilkes University.  The same set of “viewgraphs” have been in use for now well over 20 years, 
and they are getting a little ratty, and no longer copy well.  This document is put together as a 
substitute that may also be more compact and, with some accompanying text, can serve better as 
a stand-alone introduction instead of just the visual component of the introductory lecture. 
 
1.  The Big Picture: 

Most technology is not monolithic, but is built layer upon layer of different disciplines 
and foci of limited scope.  For example, you can turn on and use electric lighting without having 
to understand the generators and combustion processes that make it possible.  We commonly 
build electronic devices without worrying about the underlying physics principles that make 
them work.  We use or program computers without needing to understand the hardware.  These 
layers of technology for digital devices are illustrated in Figure 1 below.  This one assumes that 
general purpose computing is the end goal, but similar layered breakdowns could be applied to 
radio communications, digital communications, video production, and many other domains. 

Computer technology has advanced by successively adding new abstractions, or more 
layers, to the technology hierarchy between the problem to be solved and the existing tools for 
implementing a solution.  Partitioning technology in levels like this allows each level to be 
worked without over-involvement in details at lower levels.  Each level furnishes a “model” to 
those above it.  That will be illustrated. 

 

 
 

Figure 1  The Big Picture 
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2.  The Technology Hierarchy: Details and Examples: 
We will look at each of the levels of the technology hierarchy as described.  Here we 

picture those layers with illustrations starting at the bottom, solid state physics, and only 
proceeding as far as Registers and busses.  We’ll take a look at each in turn. 

 
Figure 2  The Technology Hierarchy with Examples 
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At the bottom (top of Figure 2) is “solid state physics”, which is closely bound to 
chemistry, and might even be described as being a technology layer over chemistry.  What we 
are interested in is the materials that electronic devices are made of, specifically diodes and 
transistors.  A diode is formed at the junction of “N” and “P” doped regions of silicon. 
 
3.  Doped Silicon: 

So, what do we mean by doping?  Pure silicon is a “column 4” material on the Periodic 
Chart.  Each atom wants to bind four ways (valence = 4) with other atoms.  In pure silicon, those 
would be four nearby silicon atoms.  Figure 3 shows the overall picture illustrating the 
chemistry.  Doping is where a small proportion of silicon atoms are replaced with column 3 or 5 
materials.  In the example below, those are Aluminum and Arsenic respectively. 

 
Figure 3  Chemistry and “Doped” Silicon 
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An Aluminum atom, being a column 3 material, provides only 3 electrons to bind with 
neighboring silicon atoms.  If the material is electrically neutral, that leaves a “hole” in the 
matrix.  If an electric field is placed across that material with “P” doping (extra Aluminum atoms 
as shown), the electrons may jump from atom to atom as they migrate toward the positive end of 
the field and away from the negative end of the field.  In effect, holes are moving in the opposite 
direction.  In an “N” type material, there is an extra electron for each Arsenic atom, and these too 
are free to move in response to an electric field.  The holes and free electrons are “charge 
carriers”. 

 
We now go back to the application of solid state physics to build electronic devices.  

When a piece of P material is joined to a piece of N semiconductor material, a diode is formed, 
as shown in Figure 2a.   

  
Figure 2a:  Example of Solid State Physics Applied to Create a Diode 

 
At the junction, extra electrons in the N material fall into holes in the P material, 

depleting both materials near the junction of charge carriers.  This “depletion zone” is a barrier to 
current flowing from one end of the device to the other.  However, if a positive to negative 
electric field is formed, say by connecting a battery with its positive terminal at the P and and its 
negative terminal at the N end, new electrons will be injected into the N material and will move 
toward the junction in response to the electric field.  New holes will be “injected” at the P end, 
and will flow toward the junction the other way.  (Actually, electrons are being sucked out, but 
it’s easier to envision holes being injected.)  At the junction, the electrons continually fall into 
the holes.  So, electric current flows.  If the field is reversed, the holes and electrons both flow 
away from the junction, and there is no supply of more, so current can’t flow.  That’s how a 
diode works. 

A “bipolar” transistor can be thought of as two diodes, back to back.  Each is formed by a 
junction where N and P type silicon join.  Figure 2b illustrates how a bipolar transistor is 
typically built on a wafer of silicon.  The junctions are (mostly) vertical.  The figure shows a 
cross section, with the vertical scale exaggerated.  The terminals are called the “emitter” (where 
electrons are injected), the “base” (in the middle), and the “collector” (where ultimately electrons 
are collected and removed from the device). 

 
Figure 2b:  The Bipolar Transistor (NPN Variety) 

 
 Figure 2c shows an illustrative transistor circuit.  If a small current is drawn through the 
base to emitter junction, the base will be flooded with electrons.  The base is very thin and lightly 
doped, so there are more electrons than there are holes to fill, and electrons do flow out of the 
base terminal of the device.  But if the collector is positive with respect to the emitter, most of 
the electrons will fall into the collector.  The two currents are approximately proportional; we 
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call the ratio the “beta” of the transistor, and write IC = b IB.  That applies as long as the collector 
is more positive than the base and emitter.  Under other conditions, the transistor just looks like 
two back-to-back diodes.  Bipolar transistors come in both “NPN” (shown here) and “PNP”. 
 

 
Figure 2c.  Bipolar Transistor Operation 

 
 A second type of transistor is a Field Effect transistor (FET), or MOSFET (Metal on 
Silicon FET).  Figure 4a shows one of these devices in cross section.  A MOSFET transistor is 
formed when a conductor (polysilicon) is laid over a thin region of doped silicon, in this case 
“N” type silicon with an excess of electrons.  The “gate” conductor is separated from the doped 
silicon by a very thin layer of silicon oxide, glass, which is an insulator.  So, no current can flow 
from the gate to the “channel” of doped silicon below it.  But, if the gate is negatively charged, 
its electric field drives away the electrons in the N channel, leaving no electrons to carry current 
between the terminals, which are called the “source” and the “drain”.  This turns the device 
“off”; no current can flow.  If the gate is positively charged, it attracts more electrons into the 
channel, turning the transistor “on”; current can flow easily.  Similarly, there are P type 
MOSFETs in which the doped silicon is of “P” type; a positive charge drives away the positive 
“hole” charge carriers, leaving the transistor “off”.  The transistor shown has two gates, so both 
must be positive for electrons to flow from the “source” to the “drain” (or current from drain to 
source). 
 

 
Figure 4a  MOSFET transistor (with two gates) 

 
 So, at the interface between solid state physics and electronics, we have defined 
“devices”: diodes, bipolar transistors, and MOSFET transistors.  We don’t need to know all the 
details of doping and construction.  We just need to know how they behave.  For a diode, what 
forward Voltage is enough to turn it on?  That’s typically about .7 Volts for silicon devices.  For 
a transistor, what is the Beta?  (If it is a silicon transistor, it takes about .7 Volts to get the base-
emitter current flowing; once you have that, how much more current do you get at the collector?)  
For a MOSFET, what Voltage gate to source is needed to get current flowing in the channel?  
The component designers can design for that, but for our purposes we’ll assume about 2 Volts.   
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The suppliers of electronic devices actually provide quite detailed “specifications” of 
their devices.  These specifications form part of a contract.  If you are going to use their device, 
this is what they promise it will do.  In turn, you have to promise to send them money.  We will 
see that “specifications” form the formal boundary between layers.  In this case, the user of the 
devices can think about his problem domain just in terms of circuits, not electric fields, doping, 
device geometry, or all of those other solid state materials details. 

 
The next layer up is digital logic.  At the electronics level, though, these components 

called diodes and transistors have to be put together into functional units that are the bac units of 
digital design.  We will call these fundamental digital components “gates”.    A gate has inputs 
and outputs, both of which might be a “1” (True”) or “0” (False).  The simplest of these is an 
“Inverter”.  It takes a “0” and turns it into a “1”, ort a “1” into a “0”.  Figure 2d shows the circuit 
for an inverter gate using MOSFET devices.  (Here we are looking down at the circuit from 
above rather than the transistors in cross-section.  The blue is Aluminum metal wires, Red is 
polysilicon conductor, Green is N doped silicon, and P is P silicon.) 

 
Figure 2d  Electronics Used to Build Gates: The Inverter 

 
This circuit is rather easy to understand.  We will call a low Voltage “0” and a high 

Voltage a “1”.  If the input “Vin” is a “1”, then the positive charge on the lower, N type 
transistor will turn it “on”.  The on transistor forms a low resistance path between “Ground” (at 0 
Volts, a source for a “0”) and the output “Vout”.  At the same time, the “1” at Vin asserts a 
positive charge on the gate of the upper, P type transistor, which drives away the holes and turns 
that transistor off.  So, VDD (the +5Volt power supply) is NOT connected to Vout.  So, a “1” 
input gives a “0” output.  If the input Vin was a “0” the top (P) transistor would be on and the 
bottom (N) transistor would be off, so the gate would be turning a “0” into a “1”. 

 
4.  Digital devices: 

The Digital layer of our technology hierarchy consists of “gates” and devices built from 
assemblages of gates.  Figure 2e shows a “NAND” gate, a bit more complex than the inverter. 

 
Figure 2e  Digital Devices layer of technology: Gates and Latches 
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A “NAND” gate can be thought of as a combination of two gates, an “AND” with its 
output inverted.  We specify what a gate does with a “Truth Table”.  For a NAND, the output is 
“0” if both inputs are “1”; otherwise the output is “1”.  However, the NAND is actually the more 
basic component than an “AND” when looked at electronically.  Figure 4 shows the circuit that 
we see at the electronics level, as well as the layout that shows how we would build the device 
using doped silicon at the semiconductor level. 

 

 
Figure 4  NAND Gate as a Silicon Device and as a Circuit 

 
The basic operation is similar to that of the inverter, but we have two inputs, “A” and 

“B”.  If both inputs are “1”, the two N type transistors in the circuit are turned on.  We can see 
that both of these are just two side-by-side gates of a single transistor when looked at at the 
semiconductor level.  With both inputs at “1”, both P type transistors are off, so the output Z is 
pulled down to “0” by the N devices.  If either input is a “0”, the N transistor is off because one 
or both gates interrupt the flow of current.  One or both P type transistors will be on.  So, the 
NAND gate puts out a “0”. 

More complex gates can be built out of NAND’s.  An AND is a NAND with the output 
inverted.  An OR is a NAND with the inputs both inverted.  Or, we can build a NOR with series 
P transistors and parallel N transistors.  An inverted NOR is an OR.  We can also build NAND 
and NOR gates with more than two inputs, just by adding more series and parallel transistors.  
By putting several NAND and inverter gates together, we can form a “latch”, the basic one bit 
storage element.  The latch will remember what the input was the last time the “clock” that 
controls it was high, for an indefinite period of time while the clock (or “gate”) is low.  (See 
Figure 2e.) 

The gates shown so far have been implemented with MOSFET transistors in an 
arrangement called “CMOS” (Complementary MOS).  However, that’s not the only choice.  
Digital switching has been accomplished in many different ways, including relays (slow and 
noisy!), vacuum tubes (hot and big!), bipolar transistors (fast but power-hungry), and as PMOS 
or NMOS (using only one type of MOS transistor – cheaper but more power-hungry than 
CMOS).  We have also spoken so far of gates using signals which are just “0” or “1”, but in 
practice there is a third value, “z”, which means “the gate is as if not connected.”  Figure 5 shows 
a variety of different gates and circuits for implementing them in both CMOS and bipolar “TTL” 
technology, including the inverter and NAND described earlier.  In this course, we will use 
bipolar devices in the lab.  There are several good reasons for that, even though CMOS has 
currently come to dominate the digital market.  First, bipolar devices are not “static sensitive”.  
They don’t need to be protected.  We can use them in the lab without fear of damage.  They are 
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robust.  They are also power-hungry; that also means they are easily able to drive LED’s, making 
it easy to instrument circuits to indicate the status of various signals.  And, they are cheap. 

 
Figure 5  Logic Devices and Circuits 
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We will see two types of device which use the “tri-state” value of “z”, where “z” means 
“high impedance”.  When a gate outputs a “1”, that means that it is sourcing current in order to 
pull up anything it drives to a high Voltage.  When a gate outputs a “0”, it is trying to sink as 
much current (into the gate) so that the driven wire and anything connected to it goes down to a 
low Voltage.  In contrast, a “z” doesn’t drive the output wire at all, it “floats” and has no 
particular value.  We often put a resistor on such a wire to the positive power supply to “pull-up” 
the voltage to a good “1”.   

You can think of a pushbutton to ground as being like an “open collector” gate.  If you 
press the button, making it “on”, the other terminal is connected to ground, a “0”.  If the 
pushbutton is not pressed, the switch is “open” and does not connect to ground, but it doesn’t 
mean that the output of the switch is a “1” either; it floats.  By adding a “pull-up” resistor, we get 
a “weak” “1” that will be turned into a “0” when the button is pushed.  We used this circuit in 
EE283 for digital inputs, as seen in Figure 5a. 

 
Figure 5a.  A “pull-up” Resistor to Turn a “z” into a “1” 

 
When several NAND gates (or OR gates) having open collector outputs are all wired 

together, they form a “multiplexor” in which you can select one (and only one!) gate to drive the 
bus.  For a NAND, you would make one input a “1” to enable it and one input of all other gates a 
“0”.  A pull-up resistor is needed to give a “1”.  The one gate will output either a “0” or a “z”, 
and all the others output “z”.  So, the connected output gives the value for the one controlled gate 
(that’s inverted from its input with NAND).  We call this a “wired-AND” connection because the 
tied together outputs actually form an AND gate.  It’s also called “Wired-OR” since often with 
such circuits the wire is “active-low” meaning that a “0” rather than a “1” means something is 
happening.  Figure 5b shows the symbols for both open-collector buffers and “tri-state” buffers. 

 
Figure 5b  Open Collector and Tri-State Buffers and their Truth tables 

 
“Tri-state” buffer gates are now the more common way of multiplexing signals in this 

way.  One input is a “control” which turns the gate “on” or “off”, in the sense of whether the 
output is active or “z” respectively.  Several such buffers drive a signal, and the one which is 
“enabled” (its control is on) drives the signal while the others (not enabled) output “z”. 

The Lab Kit includes both open-collector (74LS03) and tri-state (74LS244) devices. 
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Latches provide storage elements for a single binary variable.  Assemblages of latches, 
called “registers”, provide for more than one bit to be stored, and with multiple bits, we can 
consider the register to store a “value”, say of 8 bits (called a “byte”).  Other assemblages of 
gates can be formed to do arithmetic, multiplexing, decoding, and various other functions.  
Figure 2f illustrates a few of these larger functional blocks. 

 
Figure 2f:  Examples of “Medium Scale Integration” (MSI) Devices 

 
The “7489” device includes a four bit register (capable of storing integers values from 0 

to 16) with a multiplexor which selects from two sources, “A” or “B” for the value to store in the 
register.  The inputs include a “select” that chooses which: “0” means “A” inputs are chosen, “1” 
means “B” inputs provide the data.  The “Clock” causes the appropriate input to be latched at the 
negative edge as the clock transitions from “1” to “0”.  The second device, the “7483”, is a 4 bit 
adder.  The output Z is the arithmetic sum of the inputs A and B.  (There is also a “carry out” so 
that we really get 5 bit sums.  The “carry in” allows these things to be chained together to get any 
multiple of 4 bits.) 

Out of such components computers are built.  But, first a bit more about registers and 
busses.  We refer to this as the “Register Transfer Language” (RTL) level because computer 
design tools have been created to describe such functionality as a programming language.  The 
“code” expresses the function to be performed.  The output isn’t a “program”, but hardware.  Or, 
more properly a detailed file that allows hardware to be built or simulated from the file.  Two 
such Hardware Description Languages” (HDLs) are “VHDL” (supported by Logicworks 5) and 
“Verilog” (We will use this later).  There are others.  We will also use “WinCUPL”.  What do we 
build?  We will first use “programmable devices” programmed with WinCUPL to perform the 
seven segment decoder function.  Later we will use Verilog (or schematic capture) to build a 
traffic light controller.  Ultimately, if you take the course EE345 Computer Organizaion, yopu’ll 
be building computers.  Figure 2g shows RTL components in a very simple computer. 

 
Figure 2g  Using RTL Components to Build a Computer 
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5.  More about Registers, Buffers, and Busses: 
As was mentioned, a register is an assemblage of latches.  Latches can be edge triggered 

(saves the data on either positive or negative edge) or “level sensitive (transparent) where they 
save the data while the clock (or “gate”) is “0” (or 1) and pass data transparently when the 
opposite.  Figure 6 Shows the symbols we can use for registers and “busses”. 

 
Figure 6  Registers, Busses, and Buffers 
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A “bus” is an assemblage of signals, or wires, which together convey some (usually 
single) piece of information.  The three inputs to the EE283 Seven Segment Decoder can be 
thought of as a “bus” of 3 signals conveying the numerical value 0 to 7.  An 8 bit bus can have 
the value 0 to 255, or perhaps -128 to +127.  Since these wires are always grouped, it’s 
convenient to draw one heavy wire bus to represent them all.  A “Data Bus” named “D” might 
have 8 signals, which we would typically number d0 (least significant) to d7. 

So, instead of a register storing a bunch of individual bits, we can think of it as storing a 
value.  The register might get that value from an input bus which supplies the value.  The bus 
driver would be a buffer which, like the register, is an assemblage of simpler, individual gates, 
either open collector or tri-state.  Some register devices include a tri-state output buffer, so that 
the register can either drive or not drive the device outputs depending on whether the output is 
enabled.  (The 74LS373 in the kit is an 8 bit buffer with tri-state outputs.)  Figure 7a shows this 
kind of use of busses and registers.  In using busses, it is important to have only one buffer 
driving a bus, and the bus needs to be enables if you are going to latch some data from it.  A bus 
driven by only one device, say a register, does not need a buffer since it does not have to 
surrender control of the bus to another register. 

 
Figure 7a  Bus, Buffer, and Register Use 
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6 Memory: 
One particular type of MSI (or larger) device of interest is a “Memory”.  You can think of 

a memory as a bank of registers.  The trick is, you can read (or write) to only one of these at a 
time, the one you select.  Figure 8 below illustrates.  This is called a “Random Access Memory” 
(RAM) because you can pick any register (address) that you want; from the device’s point of 
view, it’s random.  These are a key component in any computer.  There are also Read Only 
Memory” (ROM) devices and (less common now) serially accessed (shift register) memories. 

  
Figure 8  Random Access Memory 
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7.  Data Representation 
If we are going to have registers, memories, busses, arithmetic units, and so on, it is 

important how we understand the data that is stored or conveyed.  What do the bits mean?  
Figure 9a shows several sizes and formats for numerical data.  The point is, we don’t know what 
the contents mean, unless the mapping to integers (or floating point) is defined.  The 4-bit 
number 1111 stored in a register could mean “15”, but it could also mean “-1”.  (These days a 
“word” could mean up to 1024 or more bits stored in a register, containing a complete vector.)  
Figure 9b shows the common representations of integers (unsigned and signed). 

 
Figure 9a  Encoding of Information, Common Formats 

 
Figure 9b  Integer Representation, Unsigned and Signed 
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In addition to numerical data, character data (text) often needs to be stored and processed.  
The most common representation of characters (ASCII) and strings are shown in Figure 10.  In 
this course we won’t be working with text, but it will be very important in later courses EE247, 
EE342, and EE345 for those who proceed in that direction.  These days “Unicode”, a 16 bit 
representation of character data, can be used to support many languages. 

 
Figure 10:  Representation of Character / Text Data 
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In representing information, it is often important how you label the bits in a byte, or the 
bytes in a word.  There are two ways to do that, “Big Endian” or “Little Endian”.  (The 
terminology refers to Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels.)  Swift was making a parody, saying people go 
to war over trivial things that don’t matter.  But the war within computer technology over how to 
number the bits has been religious in nature – both sides had good reasons for their preference.  
And were just as forceful in insisting that their waw was right and the other way was wrong.  
Figure 11 illustrates the choices.  Just about everyone uses Little Endian now for the order of bits 
in a byte.  IBM is the one big (and early and important) holdout.  There are other firms that use 
Little Endian for bits but Big Endian for bytes.  These devices including the microcontrollers we 
use in EGR222 and EE247 and EE342, all derived from Motorola Semiconductor (now NXP) 
products.  If you think about it, a mathematician would prefer Little Endian – it’s how you assign 
numbers to assemblages of bits, right to left.  People and firms coming out of academia have 
tended towards Little Endian religious views.  On the other hand, IBM stands for “International 
Business Machines.”  What do businesses do?  They mostly process text – inventory items, 
invoices, letters, and such.  Yes, some computation here and there, but in the early days 
computers were word oriented so bit ordering didn’t matter.  It was important to get the 
characters in the correct order, left to right.  So, you’d naturally number the leftmost character 
with the first number, so Big Endian.  As of now, the Little Endian side has pretty much won the 
war.  Guess that means mathematics and academia are more important than text and business. 

 
Figure 11  Bit and Byte Numbering 

 
The representation of floating point numbers is much more complicated than for integers.  

The best way to think of it is as the binary equivalent of “scientific notation.”  Figure 12 shows a 
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simple scheme that directly implements a number as: m x 2e comparable to the scientific 
notation of m x 10e, where “”m” is the “mantissa” and “e” is the “exponent”.  The more 
sophisticated approach actually used is more efficient.  This shows the IEEE standard for 32 bit 
“float” numbers.  There is also a similar format for 64 bit “doubles” (that’s what MATLAB uses) 
and there are numerous other formats, but the IEEE standard has been fairly universally adopted. 

 
Figure 12  Floating Point Representation 
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8.  Building a Computer 
So, we said that with all these MSI functional units that we can design (and implement as 

RTL components), we can build a computer.  Just how?  Ah!  That’s where we are going.  For 
the moment, we will illustrate that using the “Simplest Possible Computer” (SAP-1) created by 
Malvino for educational purposes.  (No promises about usefulness) Here is the SAP1 “datapath”. 

 
Figure 13  The SAP-1 Datapath 

 
By “Datapath” we mean the structure of registers, busses, memories and other 

components over which data flows to do computation.  The elements of the computer above are 
each individually fairly simple and even familiar.  Registers A, B, IR, O and MAR are latches.  
A includes a buffer that can put its value onto the “W Bus”.  The “ALU” either adds or subtracts 
and has a buffer to put its value onto the bus, if enabled.  The ROM is a memory (with data pre-
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stored; it’s a ROM so this computer cannot change its own memory.)  The PC is a special 
register – it can count (and be cleared to zero).  The O (Output) register drives a display.  That’s 
it – all common devices, and not all that many of them. 

So, what does it do?  Like any other computer, it executes instructions stored in its 
memory.  Figure 14 shows the five instructions it can execute and a sample program. 

 
Figure 14:  SAP-1  Instruction Set and Sample Program 

 
The “Programmer’s Model” shows what a person writing a program can see – what are 

the registers (and memory) of the computer.  This one has just two registers, the “accumulator” 
A where the values being computed are stored, the output register O, and the “program counter” 
PC.  The memory has 16 eight bit words.  A programmer also needs to know the instructions 
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available, what they do, and their formats.  All five instructions have the same format, a 4 bit 
“opcode” fields and a 4 bit “operand” field.  The opcode says what to do, the operand says what 
to do it with.  The last two instructions don’t use the opcode. 

The sample program loads a variable (actually it must be a constant since memory is 
ROM), adds three other values to it, then subtracts something, and outputs the result, and halts.  
That’s it.  Not very useful, but definitely simple.  The figure shows how the program might be 
written in assembly language, how that would be translated into machine language, and how that 
machine language (and the values used in computation) would be stored in the memory, what is 
called a “memory image”. 

All this happens on the datapath shown earlier.  Notice that there is no register “B” in the 
programmer’s model.  That is a register used to accomplish the computation, but the programmer 
does not know it exists.  A different implementation of a computer to execute these same 
instructions might not have a B register.  But it must have an A.  Similarly, the MAR is not in the 
programmer’s model.  It temporarily holds the address from which data will be fetched from the 
memory, so it will change every instruction as needed to carry out memory operations, possibly 
two for some instructions. 

So, what actually happens?  How does this datapath do these instructions?  Figure 15a 
illustrates, showing how the ADD instruction works.  It takes six clock cycles as shown below. 

 
Figure 15a  SAP-1 Steps in Executing an ADD Instruction. 
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The six steps can be expressed as a “control sequence” as given in Table 1.  Figure 15a 
shows the control signals that are active at each step, listed as “Control” in the table. 

 
Table 1 Control Sequence for SAP-1 ADD Instruction 

Step    RTL          Control    Description 
1.  MAR <- [PC]        EP, LM Move PC to MAR by enabling PC and loading MAR 
2.  IR <- [ROM(MAR)]  ER, LI Move instruction to IR by enabling ROM, loading IR 
3.  PC <- [PC]+1     CP  Count the PC up 1 to point to the next instruction 
4.  MAR <- [IR3:0]     EI, LM Move the operand field of the instruction to the MAR 
5.  B <- [ROM(MAR)]   ER, LI Move the data to be added to B by enable ROM, loading B 
6.  A <- [A] + [B]     EU, SU=+, LA Add A and B, enable the ALU, and latch the sum into A 

 
It is the Control Unit that must orchestrate the sequence of control signals to make this 

happen.  How does that work?  Most simply, it can be done by table look-up.  That is, for each of 
the five different instructions there is a “microcode” memory that contains the control signal 
assertions for each of the six steps.  That approach is illustrated in Figure 15b below.  Creating a 
new instruction could then be done by choosing an unused opcode, and storing the pattern of 
control signal values in the “Control Unit ROM” (CROM).  Of course, it’s easy to think of lots 
of other instructions we need, and 16 words of memory is a bit limiting.  But going beyond this 
to the SAP-2 (Yes, that’s Malvino’s next project) is beyond the scope of this introduction, and 
what we can get to in EE241.  But, hopefully seeing this simple glimpse of a complex and most 
interesting world of computer design will be both interesting, and help motivate learning the 
stuff on the simpler end of the spectrum in this course. 

 
Figure 15b  Control Unit for the SAP-1 

 
Conclusion: 
I hope this helps you get a good start.  There are lots of details and interesting stuff yet to come. 


